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（3 mm in thickness）from 5 diﬀerent manufacturers:

INTRODUCTION

Capture sheet （CAP; Shofu Inc. Kyoto, Japan）
,
Drufosoft（DRU; Rinkai Inc. Tokyo, Japan）, Disc

The main purpose of wearing a mouthguard（MG）
is to prevent oral traumas such as tooth fracture and

mouthguard（YAM; Yamahachi Dental MFG., Co.

dislocation.1） Many studies have reported that the

Aichi, Japan）, BIOPLAST（BIO; JM ORTHO,

shock absorption capacity of MGs was important for

Tokyo, Japan）, and Erkoflex （ERK; Erkodent,

preventing such traumas.2‑5）A study also found that

Pfalzgrafenweiler, Germany）
（Table 1）
. We took an

the shock absorbing property might alter for the

impression of an edentulous wax rim model（NISSIN

maximum impact force as the hardness of the material

ND‑AU.P.39, Kyoto, Japan）with alginate impression

5）

material（Aroma Fine, GC, Tokyo, Japan）and then

increased. A MG is generally heat‑molded with an
6）

Therefore,

poured high strength dental plaster（New Plaston,

the temperature for heat‑molding could change the

GC, Tokyo, Japan）to produce a plaster model（Fig.

ethylene‑vinyl acetate（EVA）sheet.
7‑9）

We investigated the changes

1）
. Each EVA sheet was heated and pressure‑molded

in the hardness of EVA after heat‑molding in MG

on the plaster under the same condition by use of a

fabrication.

pressure molding machine（DRUFOMAT‑SQ, Rinkai

hardness of EVA.

Inc., Tokyo, Japan）. MG fabrication followed the

MATERIALS AND METHODS

method described by Ishigami et al.10）We made two
pieces of MG for each material. After molding, 5 mm

As MG materials, we selected clear EVA sheets

）

）

‑

‑

）

‑

（
‑

‑
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Table 1. Materials used in this study

Fig. 1. Working model and sampling site

squares of samples were cut out from the anterior and
molar regions of each MG（Fig. 1）
. A micro durometer
（MD‑1, Kobunshi Keiki Co Ltd, Kyoto, Japan）11） was
used to measure type A durometer hardness before
and after heat‑molding. Each sample was measured

Fig. 2. Durometer（MD‑1, Kobunshi Keiki Co Ltd,

5 times, and the mean values of the measurement

Kyoto, Japan）

were calculated（Fig. 2）. In addition, the thickness of
EVA products could change before and after heat‑
molding, so the inﬂuence from heating was assessed

RESULTS

by measuring the diﬀerence of hardness before and
after heat‑molding. The means of hardness were

Fig. 3 shows the result of hardness measurements.

calculated for each material to obtain the change rate.

After heat‑molding, the hardness of the anterior

Statistical analyses were performed by employing

region tended to rise in all materials. In CAP, DRU,

Schefféʼs method（StatView5.0, HULINKS, Tokyo,

and YAM, the hardness of the anterior region after

Japan）
, and the statistical signiﬁcance was determined

heat‑molding was significantly higher than that

for coeﬃcients at a 5 percent level.

before heat‑molding. The hardness of the molar
region tended to rise in CAP, DRU, and YAM. In
138
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Fig. 3. Comparison of hardness before and after heat‑molding
A: Before heat‑molding
B : Anterior region after heat‑molding
C : Molar region after heat‑molding

CAP and YAM, the hardness of the molar region was

values of Shore A diﬀered according to the color, even

significantly higher than that before heat‑molding,

for products from the identical manufacturer. They

whereas, the hardness of the molar region decreased

also reported that the hardness varied depending

in BIO and ERK, and the hardness of the molar region

on the manufacturer, if similar colored EVA sheets

in ERK after heat‑molding was significantly lower

were used. Shore A hardness was mainly selected

than that before heat‑molding. In all materials, the

for measuring hardness.3‑5, 9） As we have been using

hardness of the anterior region tended to be higher

a micro durometer11） that could measure hardness

than that of the molar region and was signiﬁcantly

in a short time with high accuracy, we used the

higher in DRU, YAM, and ERK, compared with the

measurement device in this present study. The rubber

other materials. Fig. 4 shows the ratios of change in

hardness values could not directly reﬂect the Shore

the hardness due to heat‑molding. The change ratio

A hardness, because the Shore hardness represented

was largest in CAP, and the change ratios of BIO and

the repulsive hardness but the durometer hardness

ERK were signiﬁcantly smaller, compared with the

represented the indentation hardness. However, there

CAPʼs change ratio.

was no inconvenience for comparing the EVA rubber
hardness measured by the durometer hardness.11）

DISCUSSION

Hardness of material sheets changed over time 3）
therefore, the measurement was performed on the

The composition of MG materials includes EVA,

day of MG fabrication.

polyoleﬁn, and polystyrene. These are provided as a

Our results showed that the hardness changed

sheet to be heated and pressed or suctioned by use of
12）

Among these

after heat‑molding. Most of the hardness increased,

materials, we selected EVA because it was frequently

although in some cases the rubber hardness was

used as a material for MG. In addition, we selected

unchanged, and the increasing tendency was not

a molding machine to fabricate MGs.

9）

clear sheets because Takahashi et al. reported that

similar between the regions. We fabricated MGs for

when EVA sheets in different colors were heat‑

this study following the same method as we fabricated

molded under the same condition, the measured

them for patients and collected the samples. Their
139

Fig. 4. Change ratios in EVA hardness after heat‑molding

thickness varied before and after heat‑molding.13） The

content, the stronger the elasticity.12） The composition

rubber hardness increased and its diﬀerence between

of the EVA sheets used in this study was not fully

the anterior and the molar teeth was observed with a

understood, and this could be the reason why there

14）

diﬀerence in width due to pressure molding.

Tomita

were diﬀerences among the products. Also, there are

et al.5） found that the impact resistance increased as

other materials for MG sheets, such as polyoleﬁns and

the Shore hardness increased, but it was diﬃcult to

polystyrenes, so we should investigate these materials

determine the Shore hardness required for the impact

in the future.

resistance of the MG. Since the molded MG itself had

CONCLUSION

the shock absorption characteristics, the change ratio
did not show a signiﬁcant diﬀerence except for one

The hardness of EVA used for MG material tended

product due to heat‑molding. Thus, we considered

to increase after heat‑molding, and it was suggested

that there was not much eﬀect on the characteristics.

that there was not much eﬀect on the characteristics

We were able to obtain useful data for selecting

of MGs.

materials for MGs.

COI

Kuwahara et al.15） reported that the crystal content
of polymer materials increased with temperature,

The authors declare no conﬂicts of interest associated
with this manuscript.

heat‑molding, and continuous use, which changed the
characteristics of MG. We observed the changes in
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